
Read Me File  
Smith, "The Influence of Trade Liberalization on Gender Discrimination in the Workforce" 

 

The replication documentation that this Read Me file accompanies was constructed according to 

the Specifications of the TIER Protocol (version 3.0). 
 

The data management and analysis for this paper were conducted with Stata SE, 64 bit, version 

14, on a Windows operating system.  Minor modifications may be required to run the do-files on 

a Mac or Linux operating system. 
 

The content and organization of the replication documentation: 

 

The documentation for the paper is stored in folders that are organized as illustrated below: 

 

“Replication-Documentation” (the main folder) 

 

“Documents” (sub-folder of the of the “Replication-Documentation” folder) 

 

read-me.pdf: This document. 

   

Influence of Trade Liberalization on Gender Discrimination.pdf:  The research paper 

for which this replication documentation has been prepared, including all tables, 

graphs and the data appendix.  

 

“DataWork” (sub-folder of the of the “Replication-Documentation” folder)  

 

 “OriginalData” (sub-folder of the of the “Data Work” folder) 

 

“OECD” (sub-folder of the “Original Data” folder) 

 

OECDmetadata.docx: The original names of variables downloaded from 

the OECD with the accompanying definitions.  

 

OECDmetadata.pdf: The original names of variables downloaded from the 

OECD with the accompanying definitions. 

 

“DataFiles” (sub-folder of the “OECD” folder) 

 

oecd.csv: The original data file downloaded from the OECD. 

 

“WDI” (sub-folder of the “Original Data” folder) 

 

WDImetadata.docx: The original names of variables downloaded from the 

WDI with the accompanying definitions. 

 

WDImetadata.pdf: The original names of variables downloaded from the 

WDI with the accompanying definitions. 
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“DataFiles” (sub-folder of the “WDI” folder) 

 

wdi.csv: The original data file downloaded from the WDI.  

 

wdi.xlsx: The original data file downloaded from the WDI.  

 

wdiGDP.xlsx: The original data file downloaded from the WDI in 

a fourth data pull in order to acquire data on GDP.  

 

wdimale.xlsx: The original data file downloaded from the WDI in a 

second data pull in order to acquire data on male employment.  

 

wdimale2.xlsx: The original data file downloaded from the WDI in 

a third data pull in order to acquire data on male employment.  

 

“DoFiles” (sub-folder of the of the “DataWork” folder) 

 

analysis.do: Processed data file used for the country-level analysis 

reported in the paper. 

 

data-appendix.do 

 

master.do 

 

“Processing” (sub-folder of the “DoFiles” folder) 

 

importoecd.do 

 

importwdi.do 

 

importwdiGDP.do 

 

importwdimale.do 

 

importwdimale2.do 

 

merging.do 

 

wdimaleGDPmerge.do 

 

wdimalemerge.do 

 

wdimerge.do 
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“AnalysisData” (sub-folder of DataWork folder) 

 

analysis.dta:  Fully cleaned and processed data used in the analyses reported 

in the paper. 

 

 

To reproduce the tables, figures and statistical results reported in the text of the paper: 

 

1) Copy the “Replication-Documentation” folder, and all of its contents, onto the computer you 

are working on. 

 

2) Launch Stata, and set the working directory to the “DoFiles” folder.   

 

Note:  Throughout the entire process of replicating the results of the paper, Stata’s 

working directory should remain set to the “DoFiles” folder.  Commands that save or 

open files specify the path to the directory where the file is to be saved or opened relative 

to the “DoFiles” folder. 

 

3) Execute the master.do command file.  master.do calls the following nine do-files, in the order 

shown below: 

 

importoecd.do 

importwdi.do 

importwdimale.do 

importwdimale2.do 

importwdiGDP.do 

wdimalemerge.do 

wdimaleGDPmerge.do 

wdimerge.do 

merging.do 

 

Executing the do-files called by master.do creates a data file called analysis.dta, and stores it in 

the "AnalysisData" folder.  (If a file named analysis.dta is already stored in the "AnalysisData" 

folder, it is overwritten by a newly created copy.)  

 

6)  The command file analysis.do contains commands that open the analysis.dta data set, and use 

it to generate all the results reported in the paper.  Comments in the analysis.do command file 

indicate which commands generate which of the results.   

 

7)  The command file data-appendix.do contains commands that open the analysis.dta data set, 

and use it to generate all the summary statistics and figures presented in the Data Appendix 

(data-appendix.pdf).  Comments in the data-appendix.do command file indicate which 

commands generate which of the summary statistics and figures. 

 

 

 


